Job Listings for Current Students and Graduates

**Physical Therapy**

Copiah County Medical Center  
Hazlehurst, MS

Lead Physical Therapist (PT) - Hazlehurst - Full Time Copiah County Medical Center in Hazlehurst, MS - Hospital Setting with Inpatient + Outpatient + Acute GREAT Benefit Package! Email Cori at corinelson@healthpro-heritage.com - Send a Resume to apply. At HealthPro Heritage we hire people who share our vision, who work diligently and provide the kind of care that will help change patient's lives for the better. As an Associate, your dedication and commitment deserve respect and recognition. If you're looking for a career and straightforward and realistic 'care' expectations, maybe it's time to look at our company. The Physical Therapist evaluates and treats residents, under orders from a physician, through the use of a variety of therapeutic procedures designed to restore loss of muscle strength, coordination and body alignment, to relieve pain and to improve movement and function. The Physical Therapist participates as a member of the interdisciplinary team providing support and information within the area of Physical Therapy.

Contact: Cori Nelson  
corinelson@healthpro-heritage.com  
www.healthpro-heritage.com/careers

Posted 9.7.2021

**Physical Therapy**

Spine Medical Center of Jackson  
Jackson, MS

Jackson Medical Clinic looking to hire a full or part time licensed Physical Therapist. Clinic hours Mon-Thur 8-5 & Friday 8-12pm. Flexible & offer Competitive pay + bonuses. Submit inquiry/resume to patrick@spinemedical.com.

Contact: Patrick Alexander  
patrick@spinemedical.com.